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Abstract
In this paper, an Electrostatic-discharee(ESD) nrotection
device fof RF-CMOS IC's utilizing tfr'e'Depietion-layerExlended lransistor(DET)lll is reported. f-he Onf, which
reduces the area-component ofjunCtion capacitance by about

l/3, realizes a_n .ESD_ protecti6n device ivith low pirasitic
c-apacitance.- With Trinsmission Line Pulse(TlP)'testing,
the DET demonstrates about the same or- higher ESD
robustness as compared with the conventional. Tf,e iunction
capacitance of the proposed device to obtain a failure
gynent(!t2)-o{ _l-1.33-A in TLP testing corresponding to a
Human Body Mode(HBM) tolerance ri'f Zw is' estimited to
be very low, less than 150ff.
l.Introduction
.4. etounied-gate _ t-VVtO!(geNMOS) device(Fig.l(a)) is
widely used as a reliable ESD protection
device in CMOS
IC's. It is well known[2-41 -that drain-contact to sate

spacing(DCG) has to be erilargpd to 2-5pm with the sili6ide
to obtain a- sufficient and stable ESD
robustness in this device(Fig.l(b)). Therefore, the ggNMOS
results in extremely large parasllic capacitance witlijunction
cap-acitancg(q), as shown in Fig.l(c). This raises serious

block process,

ptOlerys

in

RF-CMOS IC's[5-6] now being developed,

which demand low parasitic capacitance to prevdnt signifibani

M-signal-loss and-noise-increase[7-8]. Ii.ecently. itre OBf
has been proposed for the RF switch circuit in-a CMOS
proces-s,

yhich realizes a low insertion-loss with significant

C1 reduction and substrate resistance increasefl]. - In this
papgr, to real-ize-a lorv parasitic capacitance EsDprotection
device suitable for RF-CMOS IC's,-we apply ttre DET to the
ggNMOS and demonstrate its ESD proteition characteristics.
2. Appli_catior of

DET to ggNMOS ESD protection device

The NMOS transistor(Tr-) called DET has been proposed[l],
wJnere ion-implantations(Vfs) of punch-throueh stirno'er(pf St.'

p'isolation and p-well-are-omitted with ihe iritention oi
reducing C; by enlargement of the source/drain(S/D)
depletion-laler-width(Fig.2). Although these three VIi ar6
generally indispensable in a CMOS process, we intentionally
dg nqlimplant them for the DETs utlilized only in the regioni
of ESD piotection devices against RF inpuVoutput pads] A
very -shallow channel doping(CD) fof V,-co-ntrol and a
p'pocket
structure are commonly applied to the DET and
conventional

Tr.

Since both tyres

ofTrs are simultaneouslv

formed with the addition of only one mask-sten to thA
standard CMOS process, procesi-cost increase can be

minimized. Figure 3 sh6ws net-impurity-concentration

vertical-profiles at the center of the S/D rbgiori for both tlpes
-the

of Trs.by u two-dimensional(2D) process-simulation.
p-tpe impurity concentration of the DET below the junction
is .qema^rkably reduced to a very low quantiW of l6ss than
10'ocm-'. Figure 4 shows device-si'mulation results of
electric field strength in the non-bias condition. Considering
a depletion-layer as a region where high electric field strength

enail! ot*fi@lsi.melEo.cojp

could cause an isolation problem. However, we apply the
DET only to the limited nrimber of Trs and the-isolatioi wiatn
in thesg regions can be ensured to be sufficiently wide to

avoid the isolation problem.
In the ggNMOS, the area-component occupies more than
90Yo of C1 because of the large DCG. Therefore, the l/3
reduction 6f the C; &r€&-compoilent with the DET contributes
to almost a ll3 recluction of Ci in the ggNMOS. If the DET
maintains at least the same ESD tolerance as compared with
the conventional, the DET realizes a low parasitic capacitance
ESD protection device.
3. TLP characteristics of ggNMOS utilizing DET

The TLP testing[9] of ggNMOS ESD piotection devices
utilizlng the DETs has been performed. The TLP testing is

well lciown as a useful methdd to measure I-V characteriitics
during an ESD protection operation of the device and predict
its ESD robustness[lO-l1]. Figure 7(a) shows TLP
characteristics of the DET as compaied with the conventional
Tr. Here, DCG was 4pm. As a first trial, L was set to be
0.5pm, which was not the optimized value. The failure
current, lt2, of the DET was fbund to be about the same or

higher than the conventional. Furthermore, as can be seen in
Fig.7(b), which is the magnified figure of the snapback region
o-f Fig.7(a), the trigger voltage(Vtl) of the DET is reduceil by
about lV as compared with the conventional. Here, it i-s
well known that the condition of Vtl<VA, the so-called
'uniformity condition', has to be satisfied to obtain uniform
triggering in a multi-finger ggNMOS, which is indispensable
to a reliable and stable ESD protection operationllt,4l. To
satisS this condition, the enlbrgement of OCC t6 2-Sirm to
increase Vt2 has been adopted. Therefore, the Vtl reduction
with the DET contributes to reduction of DCG and C;. The
parasitic bipolar action of the ggNMOS during ESD dtress is
etplalne-d in Fig.8. It can be seen that the trigger voltage of
ttui bipolar acti6n, that is, Vtl, is reduced bV tEE DET, oiving
to the effect of increase of R u5 in Fig.8. Figure 9 shows
DCG dependence of TLP characteristiCs of the-DET. Even
the case of DCG=2p_m is sufficient to satis8, the uniformity
condition of Vtl<Vt2. This result shows that further DCG

reduction

to less than 2pm will be acceptable. From the

previous investigations [0-ll,13] of the correlation between
TLP and HBM, anlA of l-1.33A has to be accomplished in

TLP to ensure an HBM robustness of 2kV. In the-proposed
pE! this It2 value can be realized with W<150pm and
PCCf?Uq. 4! tlris time, its Cj can be estimated to be less

than 150fF. Finally, s-parametbr characteristics in the RF
range liom
from 0.1 to 6GHz
6GHt were investigated(Fig.l0),
vestigated({ig.to1 and the
re-sglts support successful reduction of parasitic capacitance
of the ggNMOS by the DET.
4. Conclusion
A ggNMOS ESD protection device utilizing the DET has
been
en rnvestlgated.
investieated. Since
investigated.
smce the arr
area-componentbccupies
area-comoonent
occunies
more
occupres mor€
mor€
than90%o
tltain 90% of Cr
tlnn
C; in the ggNMOS,
eeNMOS. the DET realizes a-lmost
almost l/3
C
1/3
reduction of
gf Cj. Performing
Pdt'orming- TLP testing,
has been
confirmed that the DET featurei about the saile or higher It2
as compared with the conventional. To obtain ari It2 of
r-t.JJA
l-1.33A sorTesponumg
corresponding to
ro an rl.E'vl
HBM roDusmess
robusfiress oI
of zKv,
2kV, only a
low C; of less than l50ff is needed. The proposed ESD
low

C;.

exists, tlp jryclion depletion-layer in the DET is dramatica-ily
extended only in the vertical direction as compared with thle
conventional
In an actual 0.l8pm-rule flbrication, the
DET successfully reduces the area-cdmponent of C1 by about
l/3, as shown iir Fie.S. Fieure 6 shows L depeddence on

Tr.

off-leakage current characte-ristics. Althoueh off-leakage
current of the DET is increased by about two orders, -L
depgndeqgg .on its off-leakage current characteristics is
Jery
stable. With its use tif the limited number of Trs, there $
no
pr9!rle4 for oFleakage current characteristics..- Here, one
might be concerned that the omission of the p*isolation I/I

proteciion
rroteciion device

it

is very promising for ieaiization
ization of
of

high-performance and highiy r6liable RF CMOS IC's.
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Fig.l (r) Circuit diagrrm of ggNMOS ESD protection device, (b)
schematic illustretion of its cross-section, rnd (c) its equivalent circuit.
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Fig.2 Schematic illustrrtions of (r)conventional Tr and (b)DET.
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Fig.8 Schemetic illustration of paresitic
bipoler action of ggNMOS during ESD
stress. During ESD stress, avalanche
breakdown occurs in drain, and substrate

Voltage (V)

cuffent (I.,,*) flows to substate. Here, in

(b)

Fig.7 (a) TLP cheracteristics of DET rs comprred with conventionll Tr, rnd (b) megnified
figure of deshed-circle region in ['ig.7(e). It2 of DET is about the same or higher than that of

substrme iE-sistance of R-,*, a voltage-drop
-As
this voltageof I.,," . R.,,* is generated
dro-1i-reaih-es 0.7V, a parasitic bipolar
bansistor via subsrate turns on.
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